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ABSTRACT
The use of discrete conditional dependency matrices
as input to stochastic decision models is examined.

Some

of the problems and initial assumptions involved with the
construction of the above mentioned matrices are discussed.
Covered in considerable detail is the transform used to
relate the gamma space with the normal space.

A new

transform is introduced that should produce reasonable
results when the record of streamflows
skewed distribution.

(data) has a highly

Finally, the possibility of using

the matrices to provide realistic inputs to a stochastic
dynamic program is discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to describe and
construct a type of input that when used with stochastic
decision models will produce improved operating rules for
reservoirs;

The operating rules would be improved in the

sense that the water released would be better utilized than
it had been in the past.

In this way water would be

conserved, which is desirable since water is a scarce
resource.

The amount of water that is available to the

people of this country is considered to be a constant, but
the demand increases with time.

Generally speaking, the

demand for water can be classified into four major categories:
1) demand for municipal and industrial water supply, 2) demand
for hydroelectric power, 3) demand for agriculture (irrigation),
and 4) demand for water recreation.

One does not need.to

employ any sophisticated forecasting technique to determine
that all four of these categories of demand will increase in
the future as our population, electric power consumption and
> industrial base increases.
There are several schools of thought as to how water
should be allocated.
social sense.
•

Some think of this problem in a purely

They feel that we as excessive consumers of
1

electricity for our modern appliances should accept the
responsibility of minimizing the number of appliances we
use, thus greatly reducing the demand on hydroelectric
power.

Others think that the problem is purely technical

in nature.

They believe that water can be recycled indefi

nitely and, with the proper chemical processes,.could be
used again and again.

Finally, some feel that the problem

is mostly managerial in nature.

They feel that we have

enough water, but it is not being used or allocated properly.
Perhaps the problem should be systematically.approached
using a mix, or blend, of the three views described above.
In other words, the problem we have with water has many
interfaces, all of which are significant.
This study will suggest a solution to one very small
part of this large and complex problem.

Given the set of

all solutions to our water problem, this study is first
interested in the subset that is concerned with optimal
operating rules that are used to operate our nation's
reservoirs.

By optimal operating rules we mean those rules

that maximize the utility of released water.

Restricting

the scope of this study even further, this study will
attempt to develop a better input format that, when used
in conjunction with some optimization technique such as

stochastic dynamic programming, will produce improved
operating rules for our reservoirs, which in turn will
allow us to better manage the scarce resource, water.
After the problem is specifically defined in
Chapter 2, a survey of the more prevalent techniques of
streamflow-synthesis is presented in the third chapter.
The actual work that was undertaken during this
study will be discussed in detail along with the results
in the fourth chapter.

Also this chapter will contain a

discussion of a "new" technique that was developed to
transform log Pearson Type III deviates into standard,
normal deviates when a high skew coefficient is encountered.
In Chapter 5 a stochastic dynamic programming model
that uses conditional probability dependency matrices as
input will be formulated in order to demonstrate the
applicability of that type of input.
Finally, the conclusions of the study will be
presented in Chapter 6.

CHAPTER 2
■

' PROBLEM DEFINITION

Much progress has taken place in the past decade
in devising new and improved methods of determining optimal
operating rules for reservoirs.

By optimal operating rules

for reservoirs we mean those decisions concerning the amount
of water to be released during specified time periods, that
maximizes the utility of the released water.

Several

different techniques have been proposed and used to model
the operation of reservoirs.

The most basic techniques are

1) deterministic linear programming, 2) deterministic
dynamic programming,

3) stochastic linear programming,

4) stochastic dynamic programming, and 5) simulation.

The

purpose of this study is not to propose a new technique, but
to suggest a type of input that could be used with a stochastic
dynamic programming model.

The type of input that is pro

posed is a monthly conditional probability dependency matrix
that represents the probability of a certain flow occurring
during the current month based on the flow that occurred
during the previous month.

The conditional probability

dependency matrix for the pair of months of January and
February are graphically shown in Figure 1.
4
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Conditional Probability
Dependency Matrix for
January-February
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matrix would consist of m x n conditional probabilities,
p . ., where i = l,m and j - 1 ,n with the constraint that
n ■
Z p.. = 1.
j-i 1J-

Information could be obtained from the matrix

as follows: assuming we are presently in the month of
February, we would know the magnitude of the flows observed
in January.

Let us say then, for example, that for a given

flow in January between

and

, we might want to know the

probability of experiencing a flow in February between
and Q g .

In this case, the probability that is described is

After the conditional probability dependency matrix
is constructed for the pair of months of January and February,
a similar matrix would be constructed for the pair of months
of February-March.

Following February-March, a matrix would

be created for March-April, and so on until twelve sets of
matrices are created.

These twelve sets of conditional

probability dependency matrices would comprise the input to
a stochastic dynamic programming model.
Loucks

(1969) and Butcher (1971) have considered the

use of conditional probability dependency matrices as input
to stochastic dynamic programming models.

Butcher used sets

of matrices as input to a stochastic dynamic pfogram in
order to obtain optimal operating rules for the Watasheamu

Dam, which is near the California-Nevada state line.
Butcher reported that the system he studied was ergodic
in.nature since the final state of the system was indepen
dent of the starting state.

In other words, his report is

equivalent to stating that regardless what the state of the
reservoir is at the Start of the computations, the steady
state of the sys.tem will be independent .of that starting
state.

This is an important observation since it is the

basic assumption that Butcher made in order to determine
that an optimal policy can be determined in the first place.
It was also noted by Butcher that the probabilities
of the various flows in a river were dependent on the flows
in the previous time period.

Hence the probability of being

in a given state following another given state is a fixed
value.

This sequence of events, of course, is known as a

Markov chain and the conditional probabilities in this case
are stationary.

Hence the conditional probability dependency

matrices that this study is concerned with are stationary
Markov chains.
The sets of matrices that are constructed in this
study are similar to those used by Butcher.

However, the

matrices constructed herein are more precise than any others
constructed, to the best of this writers knowledge, for the
purpose of obtaining more precise results.

--- -

CHAPTER 3
SURVEY: OF STREAMFLOW SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES
Before the construction of the conditional proba
bility dependency matrices can be undertaken, we must
examine the streamflow synthesis techniques that could be
used to derive statistics from the distribution of flows,
such as the mean, variance, coefficient of skewness, and
serial correlation coefficient.

By streamflow synthesis

we mean the development of a stochastic model for use in
the generation of streamflow sequences which are indistin
guishable from the historical flow sequences using the
typical statistical tests of significance.

There are

several techniques for synthesizing'streamflows today; it
is important to have a general knowledge of these techniques
so that the systems analyst can choose the one technique that
)

best fits his specific need.

One should exercise care when

selecting a particular streamflow synthesis technique since
the better the technique is, the better the derived population
statistics will be, and the better the population statistics
are, the more accurate the conditional probabilities will be.
Therefore, it is appropriate to present a survey of the most
common streamflow synthesis techniques.

One should keep in

mind that the techniques presented below are widely used

9
or known in the field of synthetic hydrology.

This is

not to say either that they are the only satisfactory
techniques, or that the list of techniques is an exhaustive
one.
The Thomas and Fiering Technique
The first hydrologic data generation model was
proposed by Thomas and Fiering (1962).

The generating

model was a first order Markov model which used a square
root or a logarithmic transform of the original data.
Their stochastic model required that the population of
monthly flows be normally distributed for each stream and
for each month of the year.

Thomas and Piering considered

the probability distribution of the observed flows, a square
root transformation of the flows, and a logarithmic trans
formation of the flows.

Of the three considered, it was

determined that the logarithmic transformation of the flows
best fitted a normal probability distribution.

The loga

rithmic transform possessed another advantage since it
prevented the possibility of negative flows occurring, as
they sometimes did when untransformed flows were used in
the model.

However, Thomas and Fiering decided that these

advantages of using a logarithmic transformation were not
very significant, so they used untransformed flows in their

10
study.
-•
where

The recursion equation that they used is
Qiil * . < W
and

+

.

are the discharges during the ith and

(i+1)st month, respectively; (K and Qj+^ are the mean
monthly discharges during the j th and (j + 1)st month,
respectively; b - is the regression coefficient for estimating
J
flow in the (j + 1)st month from the j th month; t^ is a random
normal deviate with zero mean and unit variance; °j+i is the
standard deviation of flows in the (j+1)st month; and r is the correlation coefficient between the flows of the jth
and (j+1)st month.

This technique did have the capability

of accounting for cross -correlation with other flows during
other time periods.

However, the assumption of a normal

probability distribution for the statistical formulation of
monthly flows created negative flow values in the synthesized
sequences, which is unrealistic.

•

The Fiering Technique
Two years later, concerned with a biased serial
correlation coefficient among the synthesized data, Fiering
(1964) improved his earlier technique by proposing another
generating scheme that he called principal component analysis.
Fiering observed that under certain conditions the crossproducts

(cross correlations) between all pairs of streams

11
in the same time period are not always preserved.

More

specifically, a biased serial correlation coefficient was
observed in the synthesized data.

In order to attempt to

eliminate the bias , he used the technique- of principal
component analysis.

The essence of this technique is that

it searches for any linear dependencies among the independent
variables and attempts to eliminate them.

In other words,

principal component analysis reduces the number of variables
in the model.

In mathematical form the ith principal com

ponent is :
g.
1

=

m
E
a. .x ., i=l, 2 , . . . , m
j=i
J

where x^ denotes observations on the j th variates; a^ v
represents an array of coefficients; and m represents the
maximum number of components.
The concept of principal component analysis appears
to be promising because it implies that a complex interactive
model, with many independent variables, 1) can be reduced to
the independent variables that actually contribute to the
information contained in the model, and 2) ranks components
in order of decreasing variances.

However, since it is

possible that an infinite number of linear transforms,
exists, a criterion must be established to eliminate the
unnecessary components, which is not an easy task.

Also, it

is important that the array of coefficients, a-., be.chosen
1J

such that the first principle component,

, has maximum

variance, the second principle component,Sg, has the next
maximum variance, and so on.
simple one.

Again, this task is not.a

The Tiering technique, thus appears to be

conceptually sound but difficult to implement.
The Yevdjevich Technique
Yevdjevich (1966) stated that flow distributions
can be smoothed by employing the data generation method.
Yevdjevich defines the data generation method as the
simulation of large samples of data from observed data, '
or of data from inferred properties of a variable population
His technique of data generation, or streamflow simulation,
is best described by considering the following six functions
1)

Normal Independent Variables.

In this case any

normal independent variable is generated by
= at^+y
where

is the normal independent variable; o is the

standard deviation;

y is the mean; and t^ is the normal

standard independent variable.
2)

Normal Dependent Variables.

Since streamflow

dependencies are usually represented by a first order Markov
model, we can write

13
where p is the first autocorrelation coefficient that is
estimated by the

first serial correlation;

and

generated normal

dependent variable.

= t^,

If

is the

X = 0, var X^ = 1/(1-p
and the standard

deviation is assumed to be unity

(S = 1),

then the generating model for this function is
xi ; p x i - i + o - p 2) S
3)

Log-Normal Independent Variables.

For an

independent variable X ^ , which is log-normally distributed,
the generating model is

where the mean

and standard deviation

of InX^ are

defined as follows:
- m ( ■ .-h I - t -)
and
a2
°n =
4)

(ln (1 +

**

y^

Log-Normal Dependent Variables.

Since only the

product of log-normal variables becomes a log-normal variable
when a log-normal dependent variable is obtained from a
standard normal variable, the generating model for this
function is

? *
plnX. 1 (1-P ) 2t.
X. = e
1-1 e

14
5)

Gamma Independent Variables.

At this point,

Yevdj evich only discusses gamma distributions with one
parameter.

If gamma distributions with two or three para

meters are desired, then they must first be reduced to one
parameter using the necessary transformation(s).

Since the

sum of one parameter gamma distributions is a one parameter
gamma distribution, the generating model is
m

X. = %

where

7

Z
t/
j=i

is the gamma density distribution function and t.

2

is the gamma distribution such that
f(x) =

X a- V a

where a is the mean and the variance; the skew coefficient
4
is (— ) 2.

This generating model is capable of generating
2
skewed distributions with any value of g = --- for a = m/2
/oT~
where m can be any integer number and g is the skew coefficient
6)

Gamma Dependent Variables.

By using the

generating model of a gamma independent variable, each
dependent variable X^ can be obtained by
%. = (p )"2 x._i + (1-p) t.
where X^ is the standard normal variable with mean zero and
variance unity.
To substantiate the validity of his research,
Yevdj evich conducted experiments to compare the data

•

''

.15

generation method.with an empirical method to define
distribution curves.

He concluded that the data generation

method produced a smoother distribution curve than that
I
-

.

produced by the observed sample alone.
The Beard Technique
Beard (Monthly Streamflow Simulation 196 7) developed
a data generation model which employed a second order Markov
chain.

He assumed a multi-station multi-reservoir system

and that the observed flows conformed to a log-Pears oil Type
III distribution.

A multi-station reservoir system is one

that uses more than one gauging station for the purpose of
recording streamflows.

Prior to generating hypothetical

streamflows, he computed the mean, standard deviation, skew
coefficient, and correlation coefficients.

Since he performed

a logarithmic transformation, he added a small increment (one
percent of the monthly average) to the flow before taking
logarithms in order to prevent infinite negative logarithms.
The small increment was later subtracted from the generated
flows.

This procedure expressed in mathematical form is:

X l,m = log (Qi,m * V
where

m is the logarithm of the incremented monthly

flow; Ch m is the monthly recorded streamflow;

is the

small increment of flow added to prevent infinite logarithms
for months of zero flow; and i and m are subscripts referring

16
to the month and year number, respectively.

After computing

the mean and variance, the unbiased estimate of the population
monthly skew coefficient, g^, is then computed as follows:

.

”1 ,

v

-

’5

----------------- 3

(N-l)(N-2)

where

is the mean logarithm of incremented monthly flows;

is the unbiased estimate of the population standard
deviation; and N is the total number of years considered.
Each individual flow is then converted to a normalized
standard variate using an approximation of the Pearson Type
III distribution.

First the standardized gamma deviate is

computed by

_
t

_

<Xi,m - V

i,m
where V

m is the Pearson Type III standard deviate; then

the standardized normal deviate is computed using the
Wilson-Hilferty transform as follows:

Ki,m =
where

|.

+ D 1 -i)

m is a normal standard deviate.

After transforming

the flows for all months and stations to normal deviates, the
correlation coefficients, IV , between all pairs of stations
for each current and preceeding month are computed as
follows:

17
N
{ I" (1-E
(X.i ,m
m= 1

1 ,m

If any monthly streamflows are missing from the
records

(observed flows) of any of the various stations, they

are synthesized by a regression equation in terms of standard
normal variates which is computed by selecting required
coefficients from the correlation matrix and solving the
system of linear equations.

The missing flow value, which

is still in normal standard deviates, is converted to a flow
by using a procedure which is the reverse of the one described
earlier.
Q.

,m

At this point. Beard imposes a constraint that

> 0 in order to avoid any embarrassing negative flows.
7
The generation model of synthetic streamflows is

essentially a multiple linear regression model with a
random component.

It is important that the variables that

are used as input to this model be normally distributed and
that the random component (error function) also be normally
distributed.
invalid.

If this requirement is not met, the model is

The regression equation is computed for each

station and month and then streamflows are computed for each
station, one at a time, for one month at a time.

The

form of the regression equation is
K1
=$1K f
+ $9K ’
+ . . . + 3. -K*
+ $•K f
+
i,j
1 i »1
1 i,2
i,j-l
3 i,j
6. K'
+...■<■
3 1 i-1,j +1

6 K'
+ (1-R?
n i-1 ,n
1,3

Z, .
1,3

where K T
is the monthly flow logarithm, expressed as a
i ,j
normal standard deviate for the ith month and the j th
station; $^ is the coefficient for the j th station; n is
the total number of interrelated stations; R
multiple correlation coefficient; and Z

is the

i ,j
is a random

i>3
number that is selected from the standard normal population.

Beard's technique will be discussed in more detail in the
following chapter.
The Matalas Technique
N. C. Matalas

(196 7a) presents an extensive and

thorough mathematical study of generation models; his paper
is so complete that it is difficult, if not impossible, to
survey it.

Basically, Matalas proposes a multivariate,

weakly stationary process to generate multivariate synthetic
sequences that will resemble the multivariate historical
sequences in terms of the means, standard deviations, skewnes
lag-one serial correlation coefficients, and lag-zero cross
correlation coefficients.

To define a weakly stationary

process,

consider a lag-one Markov process
(Xi + l - V

where

=

and

respectively;
deviation of X;

+ d-Px

(1))^ CTx ei+ l

denote the events at time i and i+1
is the mean of X; c
px

is the standard

(1) is the lag-one serial correlation

coefficient for X; and

is a random component that has

zero mean and unit variance and is independent of X ^ .

Now,

if the only requirement imposed on the random component,
ei

1

, is that values be randomly selected from a population

that has

zero mean and unit variance for all values of i,

then thelag-one Markov process shown earlier is
weakly stationary process.

known

as a

A multivariate generating

process is proposed by Matalas since he assumes that the
cross -correlations of rivers, within a river basin, are
likely to be non-zero.

Before he introduces a multivariate

generating process, he defines the following notation.
defines

He

X ^ , p = 1, 2, . . . , m as the random variate that

corresponds to the pth station in a river basin.

He denotes

the estimates of the mean, standard deviation, coefficient o
skewness, and lag-one serial correlation coefficient as
y(x,p),a(x,p), y(x,p) and

p(x;p,1) respectively.

Also,

the lag-zero cross -correlation between the historic events
at stations p and q is denoted

p(x;p,q ,0).

The multi

variate weakly stationary generating process he proposes is

20
where

and

are (mxl) matrices; the random component,

ei^ , is an (mxl) matrix whose elements are independent
1

of Xi ; A and B are (mxm) matrices whose elements must
be defined in such a way that the multivariate sequences
that are generated by the above mentioned process will be
similar to the multivariate historic sequences in terms of
vi (x,p) , a (x,p) , y(x,p),
values of p and q.

p

(x;p ,1) and

p

(x;p ,q,0) for all

Finally, Matalas indicates that the

biases associated with the estimates of the parameters that
define the historic sequences may be minimized by using
techniques of regionalization and maximum likelihood estimates.
The Payne, Neuman, and Kerri Technique
Payne, Neuman, and Kerri (1969) proposed a multiplestation daily streamflow generator that would be able to
simulate daily flow sequences similar to the flows of the
historical records.

Their technique is very similar to

Beard’s, which was discussed earlier.

The only significant

difference between this technique and Beard’s technique is
that the daily historic flows are rearranged so that the
ascension and recession curves of hydrographs are preserved.
If the ascension and recession curves were not preserved, it
would indicate that the means of the flows would be similar,
but the variances would be high and the regression and
correlation coefficients would be low.

Hence, the authors

propose a detailed procedure for rearranging the data.

21
The purpose of this chapter was only

to survey the

more common streamflow synthesis techniques.However,
although not a part of this thesis* it is recommended for
future research that these streamflow synthesis techniques
be studied in more detail and compared.

As a suggested

format for the comparison of the techniques,the following
areas should be covered for. each technique:
1)

data necessary;

2)

degree of difficulty of the necessary computation

3)

the parameters preserved;

4)

the parameters not preserved;

5)

report of whether or not the technique has been
validated.

If the technique has been validated,

report on its effectiveness;
y

6)

advantages;

7)

disadvantages.

It is felt that a study of this type would represent a
substantial contribution in the area of stochastic hydrology.
After surveying the several different techniques of
streamflow synthesis, one should be- selected for the data
generation necessary for this study.
be discussed in Chapter 4.

Such a technique will

CHAPTER 4
.DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
Streamflow Synthesis Technique Selected
The stochastic synthesis technique that was selected
for the purposes of this study was Beard's method.

This

method was not selected because it was necessarily the best
technique available, but because it is at least a reasonable
method and has been shown to work (Monthly Streamflow
Simulation 196 7).

The reader should bear in mind that the

"best” .streamflow. synthesis technique is mainly in the eyes
of the beholder.

It is extremely difficult, if not impossibl

for one person to select the "best" data generation method
and have all of his colleagues concur with his decision.
After all, the problems that practitioners of stochastic
hydrology attempt to solve are usually so complex that it
is difficult to pick the best technique based on the results.
At any rate, it is felt that Beard's method is satisfactory,
since it had been used by the U.S. Government and the results
for practical purposes, were satisfactory.

Therefore,

considering several factors, Beard's method is best suited
for the purposes of this study.

There are, however, some

problems that were encountered when Beard's technique was

23
used.

The two problems are 1) the logarithmic transformation

that is used, to "smooth" the original stfeamflows , and 2) the
Wilson-Hilferty transform that is used to transform gamma
deviates to normal deviates and vice-versa.

A deviate is

defined as the mean subtracted from the v a r i a b l e q u a n t i t y
divided by the standard deviation.
problemj, Weber and Hawkins

With respect to the first

(1971) noted that the format, or

organization, of the data is important when a logarithmic
transformation is performed.

If the data are not in a

rectangular hyperbolic form, then Weber and Hawkins indicate
that a logarithmic transformation will introduce a
significant amount of error.

The degree of error will depend

on how closely the organization of the data adheres to the
rectangular hyperbolic form.

Beard’s technique does not

attempt to determine how closely the original data compares with,
a rectangular hyperbolic form.

Unfortunately, to the best of

our knowledge, no technique that utilizes a logarithmic
transformation considers this particular problem.

Further,

as Thomas and Fiering found, problems can be experienced
when the original streamflows are not transformed to
logarithmic values.

Because they did not use a logarithmic

transformation, their model generated some negative flows,
which, of course, is not reasonable.

Hence, until

implementable methods of working in the nontransformed domain

•.

.■ ' ■
'

.
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are found, we have to resort to such methods as used
here to solve practical reservoir operation planning .
problems.

.

The second problem encountered with Beard’s
technique was the use of the Wilsqn-Hilferty transform.
This problem will be discussed in detail later in this
chapter.

.

.
■Background Information

The data that was used in this study was supplied
by the Hydrologic Engineering Center, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers at Sacramento, California.

The average monthly

streamflows, that constitutes the data, were observed at
the Sacramento River in the vicinity of the Shasta Dam,
which is in northern California.

The length of record is

forty-eight years of continuous observations, commencing
with 192 8.
Assumptions
In order to proceed with this study, a number of
assumptions were made.

The first assumption was that the

statistics, specifically the mean, standard deviation,
coefficient of skewness, and the first order serial correlation
coefficient, that were generated by Beard's routine are
correct.
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In the case of the mean and the variance, the assumption is
completely justified.

However, the assumption that the skew

coefficient is correct may be questionable to some practitioners
of stochastic hydrology.

Since the skew coefficient is a

function of the third moment about the mean, many researchers
believe that any measure of skewness is unreliable.

Accord

ing to Matalas and Benson (1968) , however, the error related
to the coefficient of skewness can be determined.

They

acknowledge that for a finite number N of observations the
true value of the coefficient of skewness /fT^ is unknown, but
that an estimate of this coefficient, denoted by /b^", can be
determined.

The estimate of /Txj" is defined as
-L

-L

j

^ -L

N ,

■(N-l)

where X is the sample mean for the hydrological variable X.
To determine how good an estimate of the coefficient of
skewness, /ETjV is, Fisher (1931) showed that for samples
obtained from a normal distribution the standard error of
/Eq is
6N(N-1)

where

is independent of the central moments of X.
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Matalas and Benson (1968) suggested that although the above
equation is based on assumption of normality, it may still
be used as ah indicator of the magnitude of the standard
error.

As far as this study is concerned, there are 48

observations.

Substituting the value of N into the above

equation, the standard error is approximately equal to 0.342.
Since we have some measure of the magnitude of the standard
error of the estimate of skewness, and we consider this error
to be acceptable, it is felt that this assumption is
supportable.
The assumption that the monthly serial correlation
coefficient'is correct may also be questionable to some since
it was computed by considering only the preceding monthly
flows.

However, it was again Matalas

(1967b) who showed that

even though all preceding flows could have an influence on
streamflows in a given month due to recession, a good
estimate of the phenomena involved is given if it is assumed
that the streamflows are serially correlated with a lag of
one.

It is in view of Matalas1 research that it is assumed

that the first order serial correlation coefficient is
correct.

■

'
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The second assumption that was made in this study
was that the base method for the observed flow frequencies
is the log-Pearson Type III distribution.

This assumption

was prompted by the Water Resources Council, which consists
of technical staff members of the federal departments
represented in the Council and of the Tennessee Valley
AuthorityIn

1966 , the chairman of the Water Resources

Council, Stewart L. Udall, urged the adoption of the
log-Pearson Type III distribution as a base method for flow
frequencies for two reasons: 1) the log-Pearson Type III
distribution is a sufficiently accurate representation of
flow distributions, and 2) it is felt that a uniform technique
for determining flow frequencies would be desirable for
research agencies.
The third assumption is related to the type of
reservoir that is used in this study.

Beard, in his stream-

flow simulation routine, assumed a multi-station, multireservoir system.

For the purposes of this study, a single

station, single reservoir system,has been assumed.

Since a

single station setup has been assumed, the formulas that
Beard presented will be changed to some extent.

The formulas,

in their somewhat different form, will be discussed later in
this chapter.

.. Construction of the Conditional
Probability Matrices
Beard's routine essentially consists of two parts
the statistical analysis portion and the synthetic stream
flow generation portion.

Since the assumption was made

that only a single station, single reservoir system would
be considered in this study, Beard's procedure, which
assumed a multi-station, multi-reservoir system, would
be altered as follows:
1)

add a small increment (one percent of the
average monthly flow) to each streamflow
to preclude negative infinite logarithms;

2)

take the common logarithm of the result of
step 1; .

3)

for each monthly logarithmic vector, compute
the mean, standard deviation, and skew factor
the skew factor is defined as
N

NjCjCX^X)3

g =----------------------

(N-l)(N-2)S
. . where

is the result o f ’’step 2, S is the

standard deviation, X is the mean,.and N is
the number of observations;
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4)

the standardized gamma deviate, y, is then
computed by
:

■
5)

* i:*

y = ™ '

•

■

the result of step 4 is then transformed to
a normal deviate K using the Wilson-Hilferty
transform as shown below
1

K - -j- (((Ip-) + 1)
where g and y are as previously defined;
6)

the correlation coefficient r is then computed
between the normal deviates for adjacent months;

7)

a uniform (0,1) random number is generated;

8)

the uniform random number is transformed to a
standard normal deviate;

9)

a stochastic process is generated by using the
following relationship
Kt+i = rKt + (1-r2)35 Z
where

and K t+^ are correlated normal deviates

at time t and t+1, respectively;

is given,

where t < 1 is undefined, and Z is the random
normal deviate;
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10)

the inverse of the transform of step 5

is used to produce a standardized gamma
deviate from a standardized normal deviate;
11)

the standardized gamma deviate y is then
multiplied by the standard deviation S and
added to the sample mean X as shown:
• X = yS + X

12)

the antilogarithm of X is taken;

13)

the small increment that was added in step 1
is subtracted.

Steps 1 through 6 comprise the analysis portion of
the routine and steps 7 through 13 define the generation portion
of the routine.

The generation portion of the routine might,

when the routine is used in a simulation mode, be repeated
several hundred or thousand times.

However, what concerns

one here is not the use of this routine in a simulation mode,
but the construction of a conditional dependency matrix.
The construction of a discrete conditional probability
dependency matrix between streamflows-, not gamma or normal
deviates, is desired for each pair of sequential months
Jan-Feb, Feb-Mar, Mar-Apr, etc.).

Therefore, using the

definition of conditional probability, the conditional

(e.g.,

probability P (A |B) is desired where P (A-jB) = P(A,B)/P(B).
Expressed in streamflows, the conditional probability
p CQp 1 Qp 1 Qp I 5.j 1 Qj 1 Qj)

=

p C2p 1 Qp 1 Qp; Qj i. Qj 1 Qj) 'p (Qj 1 Qj 1 Qj)

where £p ps the lower limit on the interval of February
flows; Qp is the upper limit of February flows; Qj is the lower
limit of January flows; and Qj is the upper limit of January
flows.

To solve the above equation for the conditional

probability, one must first determine the unconditional
probability of the January flows and the joint probability
of the January and February flows..

Computation of the Unconditional Probabilities
The computation of the unconditional probabilities
of the prior monthly streamflows is straightforward.

A

procedure that could be used to determine them is as follows:
1)

take the common logarithm of each streamflow in
question;

2)

determine the standardized gamma deviate of the
value in step 1;

3)

transform the standardized gamma deviate of
step 2 to a standardized normal deviate;

4)

then using a table of the normal probability
function or a numerical integration scheme and
a digital computer, determine the unconditional
probability of each streamflow in question.
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Computation of the Joint Probabilities
Determining the joint probability,, however, is not
so straightforward.

The joint probability is expressed by

means of a bivariate normal distribution.

Graphically, the

joint probability is represented by the shaded volume as
shown in Figure 2.

Of course, one could obtain tables of

the bivariate normal distribution and obtain the joint
probabilities if the flow intervals were large enough.
But, the flow interval size selected for the study was
100,000 acre-feet, which is too small for the bivariate
normal table to be of help.
tables could be found.

Unfortunately, no more accurate

Another method for computing the joint

probability, as shown in Figure 2, is to perform double
numerical integration.

However, considering the practical

side of the problem, if a 50 x 50 dependency matrix were
desired, it would mean that 2500 conditional probabilities,
p^j, would have to be computed for each pair of months.

Since

there are twelve pairs of months, a total of 30,000 conditional
probabilities would have to be computed.-

If it took five

seconds to perform each double numerical integration on a
digital computer, one can readily see that approximately
forty-two hours of computer time would be required.

Obviously,

an analysis of numerical methods must indicate another method
of determining the conditional probabilities that preserves
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accuracy but reduces the computational time.
Clainos

Roefs and

(1971) determined that if the flow.interval of the

previous month, January in this case, were sufficiently
small, it could be represented by a single point.

More

specifically, the interval could be more accurately rep
resented by the midpoint of the interval than any other
point.

If this .numerical approximation is made, the

computation is greatly reduced since only single numerical
integration is required.
this method?

But what about the: accuracy of

Roefs and Clainos

(1971) showed that if the

interval that is represented as a point were sufficiently
small then all of the probabilities of the same class would
sum to unity.

Expressed in more familiar form, we have

N
E
p .. = 1
j= l 13

as n

«

i = l , 2 , . . . , m
It was determined by an iterative procedure that an interval
of 100,000 acre-feet was sufficiently small to represent an
interval as a point.

The reader should remember, however,

that the size of an interval will depend on ‘the magnitude
of monthly streamflows; there is nothing sacred about 100,000
acre-feet.
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Now that both the unconditional and joint
probabilities can be determined., the conditional probabilities
can be computed.,

A. Computer program was devised for this

purpose; it will be discussed later in this chapter.

The

conditional probability dependency matrices were computed for
twelve pairs of months.

The error for each computation of a

conditional probability ranged from zero to approximately
twelve percent.

The matrices are presented in Appendix A.

Throughout the preceding paragraphs, the months of
January and February have been used as examples.

The same

procedure is used for the other twelve pairs of months.
The Problem with Transforms
In Beard's routine, the Wilson-Hilferty transform
is used to transform a Pearson Type III deviate to a normal
deviate, and vice-versa for the synthetic streamflow
generation portion.

This particular transformation is

possibly the weakest part of Beard's routine.
transformation is an approximation.

At best the

McGinnis and Sammons

(19 70) studied the Wilson-Hilferty transform in detail and
evaluated, along with other transforms, its accuracy with
respect to the coefficient of skewness that was used.

Of

the four transformations that were evaluated, the Fisher
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transform could be eliminated immediately since it produced
values that were obviously inferior to the remaining transforms.
The three remaining transforms were 1) the Fisher-Cornish
transform, 2) the Wilson-Hilferty transform, and 3) the
Severo-Zelen transform.

A comparison of these three

transforms evaluated when the coefficient of skewness is
1.0 or less shows no significant difference.

As the

coefficient of skewness is increased to 2.0, the Severo-Zelen
transform seems to perform the best (relative error of
approximately 0.25 percent), the Wilson-Hilferty transform
was second (relative error of approximately 2.19 percent), and
the Fisher-Cornish transform was third (relative error of
approximately 19.1 percent).

However, McGinnis and Sammons

point out that as the coefficient of skewness increases beyond
2.0, all of the above mentioned transforms seem to produce
poor estimates of the upper and lower tails of distribution.
It should be made clear, however, that at low levels of
skewness, g <

-

1.0, there does not seem to be any significant

error (relative error

< .01 percent). . Therefore, the

question is now what does one do when the coefficient of
skewness exceeds 2.0?
At this time, one should acknowledge that the
above mentioned decision is not purely technical in nature,
but also managerial.

For example, McGinnis and Sammons

(1970)

..
' "
gathered information on seventy-four watersheds in the
state of Pennsylvania that ranged in size between 2 square
miles and 200 square miles and in length of record from
10 years to 59 years.

Of these, two-thirds of the watersheds

had coefficients of skewness between -0.5 and +0.5 and only
seven had coefficients of skewness outside of the range of
-2.0 to +2.0.

Hence the water resources manager, the same

as the businessman, must determine what his return-oninvestment will be if he elects to create a new method for
the specific purpose of solving a small fraction of the
total, or he must determine the penalty for not creating
that special method. ■His alternatives.are. three-fold.
First, he can do nothing and accept the errors introduced
into the conditional probabilities, p ... Second, he can
lj
establish some arbitrary cut-off level of skewness; for
.

example g = ±1.8.

This cut-off level of skewness was

determined subjectively.

Since McGinnis and Sammons

(19 70)

showed that a significant amount of error was introduced by
the Wilson-Hilferty transform when skewness exceeded 2.0,
the cut-off level of skewness was arbitrarily set at 1.8.
Using this method, whenever the coefficient of skewness
exceeded ±1.8, it would automatically be truncated to ±1.8,
depending on if the distribution is positively or negatively

skewed.
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Finally, a new method, or transform, could be

devised to handle the transformation when the coefficient
of skewness exceeds 2.0.

A decision must be made.

- A New Transform
In this study it became necessary to investigate
the possibility of devising a new transform because 1)
one of the monthly coefficients of skewness exceeded 2.0,
and 2) it is felt that when this new transform is perfected,
or at least greatly improved, it will be able to transform
variables from the Pearson Type III distribution to the
normal distribution, and vice-versa, under highly skewed
conditions .

Such a transform would certainly aid. water

resources planners in an arid land environment such as
Arizona, where the rivers and streams are.characteristically
highly skewed.

.

Harter (1969) developed the table of percentage
points to the Pearson Type III distribution arranged in
categories of different levels of skewness.

Basically,

Harter computed the percentage points of the chi-square
distribution, which he then modified to percentage points
of the Pearson Type III distribution.

One procedure that

Harter used can be described as follows:

;
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1) compute the probability integral
P(x2 ?v) = I(u,p) of x2 with v degrees of
freedom such that
u/p+i.
I (u,p) = f v^e vdv/r (p+1)
0
where u - x2/ S2x>, p = v/2 -1, and I (u,p) is the
incomplete gamma function ratio;
2)

obtain the percentage points of x2 by performing
inverse interpolation in the table of the probability
integral in order to obtain the percentage points
of u, then multiply by /2~v;

3)

relate the chi-square distribution with v degrees
of freedom to the Pearson Type III distribution
with mean y=v standard deviation a = VTv, and
skewness y = /8/v.

The result of Harter's study is a table of percentage
points to the Pearson Type III distribution for a specified
level of skewness.

At this point, one. could build on Harter's

work and construct an algorithm suited for a digital computer
than would produce standard normal deviates.

The procedure

is as follows:
1)

the gamma deviates are computed from the
s treamflows;

'.
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2) given the level of skewness, the gamma: deviate
is related with the appropriate percentage point
as determined by Harter, using linear interpolation
(Lagrangian interpolation could be used if
additional accuracy is required);
3) by means of areas, the percentage point of the
Pearson Type III distribution is then related
to the percentage point of the standard normal
distribution;
4)

iterative numerical integration is performed until
convergence (within specified error bounds) is
achieved;-

5)

the result is a normal deviate.

The question is now how well does this "new" transform
wor k .

The transform has been subjected to two tests.

The

first test involved actually computing conditional probabilities
when the coefficient of skewness exceeded 2.0.

This occurred

during the pairs of months of September-October and OctoberNovember.

When the Wilson-Hilferty transform was used,

unrealistic conditional probabilities were produced.

The

probabilities that were generated appeared to be hydrologically unreasonable because a high flow in September
virtually dictated that a flow two or three times higher
would occur in October and the probability of lower flows
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was essentially non-existent.

In addition, the sequence

of the conditional probabilities caused a disturbance since
a small conditional probability would be followed by a
Slightly higher probability, only to be next followed by
a probability of zero.

In other words , there was. no

visible trend followed by the probabilities, as one might
expect, but merely an erratic sequence of numbers.

These

errors were so pronounced that the dependency matrix
that was generated was considered to possess more noise than
meaningful information.

However, using the new transform,

the conditional probabilities

(see Appendix B) were

reasonable in as much as the rows approximately equaled
unity and there were no pronounced inconsistencies.

Although

encouraging, this test certainly does not show that the
"new" transform works well.
Another test was. performed.

The purpose of the

second test was to determine how the new transform would
perform when skew coefficients less than 1.0 were encountered.
In this case the new transform could be directly compared
with the Wilson-Hilferty transform.
Sammons

Since McGinnis and

(1970) determined the accuracy of the Wilson-

Hilferty transform, one could.determine the accuracy of the
new transform.by comparing the two.

The pair of months

June-July was arbitrarily selected.

The coefficient of

of

•

'
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skewness for the streamflows in June and July are 0.183
and 0.240, respectively.

One hundred different conditional

probabilities were computed by the new transform and by the
Wilson-Hilferty transform.

The results were compared. The

average difference between the conditional probabilities was
1.2 8 percent.

These results show that, at least, the new

transform.performs as well as the Wilson-Hilferty transform.
The results of the first test indicate that the new transform
performs well when the skew coefficient exceeds. 2.0.

Although

encouraging, the new transform should undergo several
additional tests before it is accepted.

It is felt that

accitional research of this new transform is warranted.

In

addition to subjecting the transform to several additional
tests, the researcher should not use Harter's table of
percentage points, but instead should construct his own,
more accurate, table.

If a transform can, in fact,, be

developed to perform well when skewness is high, it would
be a substantial contribution in the area of stochastic
hydrology of arid regions.
In this chapter it has been shown that the
conditional probability dependency matrices can be
constructed.

Twelve sets of these monthly serially

correlated matrices have been constructed (Clainos 1972).

■.
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A sample of the actual matrices that have been constructed
are shown in Appendix B.

In the next chapter we will discuss

the possibility of using these matrices to provide,realistic
inputs to a stochastic dynamic program.
Computer Program for Computing
Conditional Probabilities
A computer program was written for the purpose of
computing the conditional probabilities, p . a n d

thus, the

construction of the conditional probability dependency matrices.
The program was written in FORTRAN IV and specifically for
the Control Data Corporation digital computer, Series 6000.
The program, as shown in Appendix B , requires a memory storage
of 60000g and has execution times of approximately 90 seconds
and 200 seconds per pair of months when the coefficient of
skewness is less than 2.0 or more than or equal to 2.0,
respectively.

All mathematical formulas are in accordance

with the Beard technique with the exception of the numerical
integration routine and the portion.of the program that
deals with the "new" transform.
The algorithm that deals with the "new" transform
has already been discussed.
The numerical integration routine that was used
employed the trapezoidal rule with an end-point correction
device.

Compared with .1) the trapezoidal rule, 2) Simpson's

rule, 3) the composite Simpson's, rule, and 4) Romberg's
method, the trapezoidal rule with end-point correction was
determined to he the best trade-off between accuracy and
computational time.

The error of each.integration is of

the magnitude of 1.0 x 10

-4

.

CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION
In order to demonstrate the application of the
conditional probability dependency matrices as inputs to
a stochastic dynamic programming model, such a model will
be formulated in this chapter.

At this point it is impor

tant to make the assumption that Only a single-purpose
reservoir will be considered.

This is an important

assumption because with a single-purpose reservoir the
economic return in each time period is a function of the
water released only.

Before the model is formulated,

however, we shall specify what subscripts will be used to •
identify the different time periods involved.

Basically,

the formulation will start at some abritrary time period
in the future.

Then each set of computations

(in each time

period) will look forward in time but a step backwards in
time will be made in order to determine the next set of
computations.

The two state variables, amount of

reservoir storage and inflow, will be defined as
s and q , respectively, the decision variable, amount of
release, is defined as r.

It might, be helpful, at this

point, to refer to Figure 3 to determine the time relation
of the computations involved in the formulation.
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Time Relation of Computations
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We are presently at some arbitrary future time
period.

If the storage in the reservoir at this time

period is s^ and the flow that has taken place in the
preceding time period is

, then the value of the reservoir

at this time is equal to the value of the release only.

At

this point, one should realize that the initial value of
the reservoir is necessarily set to be equal to zero.

The

value of the reservoir is shown mathematically as
flCs i>q2)
where f-^Cs-p0^)

= m rx (V(r))

the expected return from the optimal

operation of the system in the first time period;
V(r)

is the valueof the release in the time

and

period.

We

are now ready to take another step backwards in time.
Following Bellman's Principle of Optimality (Bellman 1957),
which is loosely defined as any optimum policy has the
property that regardless of initial state or initial
decision, use will be made of one of the optimal policy
determinations made for the last stage in the next stage.
Stated mathematically, we have
max
fzCsg.q;)

= r

max

q^

(V(r) + I PCqjUj) • f1 (s1 ,q2))'
q 2= 0
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where EPC^lq^)

are the transition probabilities that relate

the flow in the second time period, q^, with the flow in the
third time period, q^.

Also the limits of the summation of

the transition probabilities range from zero to the maximum
flow in the second time period.

If this procedure is

repeated f^ can be determined from fg, f^ can be determined
from fg, and so on.

This recursive procedure then can be

generalized as
max

max q .

r (V(r) + z
qi=o

P(q |q1+l) * f
4

with the recursive relationship

u-i

• si - r * u

where f^(s^,q^+ ^) is the expected return from the optimal
operation of a system in the ith time period; s^ is the
volume of storage at the start of the ith time period; q^
is the flow into the reservoir in the ith time period; and
EP(q^|q^+^) are the transition probabilities that relate
the flow in the ith time period, q^ with the flow in the
(i+1)th time period, q^ + ^ .
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Using the above described relationship, which would
start.in some future time period and utilize the conditional
probability dependency matrices in conjunction with data
from an actual reservoir, it is possible to calculate values
of release for each time period as a function of the state
variables, storage and previous inflow.

These releases

then determine the optimal operating policy of that reservoir
when the policy converges.

A policy is.said to converge when

the values of release that are used to evaluate the function
f-fs-, q.
iv i

n i+ V

are repeated for all values of i as. i increases.
r

In his study at the Watasheamu Dam, Butcher (1971) observed
that the release policy did converge.

In this case

convergence took place after 30 iterations, but Butcher
computed an additional 24 iterations to insure convergence.
It is felt that if the conditional probability
dependency matrices constructed in this study and actual
data from a reservoir were used as input to the stochastic
dynamic programming model developed in this chapter, one
could obtain an optimal operating policy for that reservoir.
This statement is based on the assumption that such a solution
exists in the first place.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

■

A number of conclusions can be made when creating
conditional dependency matrices based on a stochastic
streamflow synthesis technique.

First, not all assumptions

of current streamflow synthesis techniques produce results
which are hydrologically reasonable.

Because of the high

value of the skew coefficient > the transformation from the
gamma space to the normal space and back to the gamma space
is not at all accurate.

Hence, the result is that the

conditional probabilities that are generated are clearly
not accurate.
Second, double numerical integration is not
computationally feasible because of the large amount of
computer time required.

An approximation, such as the

midpoint method, is required to solve the problem of
double numerical integration in a practical manner.
Third, it may be possible

to use transforms

efficiently when streamflows are highly skewed.

Although

this new transform was used successfully in this study,
the real value of such a transform may be realized when
studying watersheds in an arid region where the coefficient
of skew of the original data may be as large as 7.
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Finally, it has been shown that conditional
probability dependency matrices can be constructed.

It

has been further shown that conditional probability
dependency matrices can be used as input to a stochastic
dynamic programming model in order to obtain an optimal
operating policy for a reservoir.

APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM

52

53
program criverxinput 9 OUTPUT)
DIMENSION PF(2)gPfUGO)9QQ(60)9SMU(60)9APF1(60)9APF2(60
■ $ ) 9 A R E A (60960)9lN T<6Q)
DATA NHYFEN/A68/9NG0L0N/63B/

o o o o

O O O O O O O O O O O O O

O

O

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0.0

0

C

C

PURPOSE OF PROGRAM
THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS To GENERATEA CONDITION**
al probability matrix for monthly streamflows .9
the
PARAMETERS t h a t ESTIMATE THE BEHAVIOR OF THESE STREAMFLOWS WERE GENERATED USING L, R« BEARDS— MONTHLY STREAMFLOWS SIMULATION. ROUTINE— -H.E.CtfUS ARMY CORPS'OF
ENGINEERED
BASICALLY, THE PROGR a M FIRST TRANSFORMS
THE STREAMFLOWS JNTO G a MM a (PEARSON TYPE III) DEVI a T e S
AND THEN INTO NORMAL DEVIATES®
THE NORMAL DEVIATES ARE
USED TO PRODUCE THE DISCRETE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES®
THE RESULTS ARE IN THE FORM OF A M a TRIX HAVING STREAMFLOW INDEXES IN THOUSANS ACRE-FE e T AND A MEASURE OF
HOW CLOSE THE TOTAL PROBABILITIES EQUATE TO UNITY®

CODING
SKEWSKEW FACTOR OF CURRENT MONTH
PSKEWSKEW FACTOR OF PREVIOUS MONTH
STDEVSTANDARD DEVIATION OF CURRENT MONTH
PSTOEVSTANDARD DEVIATION OF PREVIOUS MONTH
AVGFINCREMENT OF CURRENT MONTHLY FLOW. ADDED
PAVGFINCREMENT OF PREVIOUS MONTHLY FLOW ADDED
SMEANMEAN OF CURRENT MONTH
PSMEANMEAN OF PREVIOUS MONTH
CORFCORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN MONTHS
SIGMASTANDARD DEVIATION OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY(
CURRENT MONTH GIVEN PREVIOUS MONTH)
SMUMEAN OF CONDITIONAL PR0RA8ILITY<CURRENT MONTH
GIVEN
PREVIOS MONTH)
FL0W1?FL0W2s t r e a m f l o w i n c r e m e n t OF c u r r e n t MONTH
FLOWINITIAL FLOW OF PREVIOUS MONTH
APF(I)ENTRY POINTS TO PROBABILITY SUBROUTINE
AREADISCRETE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY
INTSTREAMFLOW INTERVAL INDEX(USED FOR HEADINGS)
READ FLOW INTERVALS FOR CURRENT ANQ PREVIOUS MONTH

N 1-0
'
.
N3=22
N4=22
NlOsO
N0NE=1
READ lOiFLOWl»SKEWfSTDEV,SMEAN 9 AV 6 F*CORF
READ 1 1 (FLOW,PSKEW 9 PSTDEV 9 PSMEAN,PAVGF
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COMPUTE

■q

C

S T A N D A R D D E V I A T I O N ( C U R R E N T MON TH - G I V E N P R E V I O U S

MONTH.)
SIGMA=(l<,-(CORF**2))**0o5
■ DO 400 l - 1 9N4
M 1sf\|1-!»1
IF(Nl »GTo I )GO TO 601
FLOW2-50 s
GO TO 605
601 FL0wl=FL0W2 .
FLOW2-FLOWl+100o

C

CONVERT CURRENT MONTH FLOWS TO NORMAL DEVIATES
605 CONTINUE
.
IF(SKEW e6 1 e 0®7)800»602
800 CALL 6AMMA1 (FLOW 11FLOW2 ?STD'EV ?SM£aN ?AVGF 9 PF 9 NONE)
GO TO 802
. 602 CALL NORMALC(FLOW:i9FLO W2 9SKEW5STDEV?SMEAN9AVG F9.PF)

c

CONVERT PREVIOUS MONTH FLOWS TO NORMAL DEVIATES
802 FL0W~” 75®
I F (PSKEW ®GT 9 0 9?)8019603
801 CALL GAMMA2(FL0W,PSTDEV?PSME a N s P a VGF9PM5QQ?N3 s N0ME)
GO T q 804
603 CALL NORMALP(FL0W?PSK EW ?PSTD EVSPSMEAN 5 PAVGF5PM?Q Q 9 N3)
804 CONTINUE

C

-'Or

C

C

COMPUTE MEAN(CURRENT MONTH GIVEN PREVIOUS MONTH)
DO 30 0 K = 1 ?N 3
300 SMU(K)=C0RF*PM(K)
COMPUTE ENTRY POINTS TO PROBABILITY SUBROUTINE
DO 301 Ksl,N3
APFl (K) = (PF (.1) -SMU (K) )/SIGMA
301 APF.2 (KJ = (PF (2)-SMU (K) )/SIGMA
COMPUTE PROBABILITIES
DO 302 M = 1 5N3
AsAPf1(M )
B=APF2(M)

'

ESTABLISH LIMITS FOR NORMAL SUBROUTINE
IF (A oLT* ”8 9 0 )A~“ 8 © 0
IF(A ©GT 9 8 «0 )A = 8 « 0
I F (B 0 L T © -8,0)Bs-8,0
IF(B ©GT, 8 ,0 )8=8,0
IF (ABS(B-A) ©LE, 6,0)GO TO 100 0
N =2
33
(B-A)/FLOAT(N)
IF(ASS(Z) ®LE, 6,0)GO TO 34

Z~

'N~N*1
GO TO 33
34 AA=A

PAREA=0e
DO 100 K=1,N

X “■A A ,
Y=AA+Z
' .CALL
NORMAL(X5Y,R)
RAREAaPAREA+R '

100
1000
1001
302
40 0

IF (PAREA oGTe 1.0) PAREA=1,9»'
AA=AA+Z
■ '
CONTINUE
GO TO 1001
CALL NOR MAL(A 9 B 9 PAREA)
AREA (L?M.) =PAREA
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
INT(1)=0
I N K S ) =50

N5=N4*i

350
351
303

310
311

IF(N4 oGT* N 3 )60 TO 350
N6=N34-1
GO TO 351
N6=N4+1
DO 303.Is3 sN6
INT (I )=INT(I~1')+100
DO 304 J=1,N6,25
JJ=U+24
I F (JU oGEe N3)JJ=N3
I F (J ®GT* J J )60 TO 3 O4
DO 30& L L ™ 1» N 4 «15
KK=LL*l4
NN=KK+1
I F (NN ,GE, N 5 )31 0 9 311
NN=N5
KK=N4
PRINT 500
PRINT 501

P R I N T 5 0 2 * ( I N T ( K ) * K = LL»NN). '

606
607
305
306
304

PRINT 50 39 INT(J)9 (NHYFEN,1= 1 $121)
DO 305 IsJ9JJ
IF(I eNE 9 10)GO TO 606
PRINT S 0 6 9 (N C O L O N ? 1 9 16)
GO TO 607
PRINT 504 9 (NCOLON, K s 1 9 16)
PRINT 5 0 5 9 (AREA(M9X)9M=LL?KK)
PRINT 503, INT (I + l)* (NHYFEN* Ms 1, 1-21)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

700
10
11
500
501

PRINT 500
DO 700 K=1*N3
TOTAL=0o
DO 701 M=1
TOT b ARE A(M?K)
t o t a l *t o t a l +t o t
CONTINUE
PRINT 507,TOTAL
CONTINUE
FORMAT(6F10eO)
FORMAT(5F1 0 80 )
FORMAT(1H1)
F O R M A T {60X?*N0Vtf)

502

F O R M A T (/9 I Q X 9 1 5 ( 14 »4X > ?1X v14)

503
504
505
506
507

F O R M A T (7X9I4s1X9121R1)
F O R M A T (12X915(R1 9 7X)sRI)
FORMAT (lH+911X» 15 (IX »F 7 •5>')
F O R M A T (1X 9 #OCT* 98 X 9 15(R 1? 7 X ) 9 R 1)
FORMAT{/f5X»#TOTAL*»2X»F7*5)
STOP
END
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1

•

SUBROUTINE NORMALC (Q 1 9 02 9 6 9 S sSHE A N »A V-6»P F )
DIMENSION Q (2 ) 9 P F (2)
Q (1 )s.Q 1
0 (2)=02
DO 100 K b 1 9 2
X = a LO g 10 (Q (K) -s-a VG)
T=(XaSMEAN)/s
R O O T - ((G*T)/2.)+l«
IF(ROOT 6GEe 0,)GO TO 102
R O OT= AB S(ROOT)
CR00T=R00T**e3333
CR00T=“ le#CR00T
GO TO 103
102 CROOT b R o OT*^»3333
103 PF(K> s {6./G)#(CR00T-1.)+(G/6#) ■
100 continue
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE NORMALP (Q* 6 *S,SMEA N,AVG*PM,QQ*Nj
DIMENSION P M (4 5 )* 0 0 (4 5 )

57

N2s O
DO 100 K=1;N
N2=N2+1
QsQ .1 0 0 a
X = ALOG10 (Q-i-AVG)
T= (X-=SMEAN> /S
ROOT= ( (G*T) / 2 0 )4-1
IF(ROOT oGEs °e)GO TO 102
R00T=A8S(ROOT)
CR00T=R00TOtt83333
CROOT=-l„*CROOT
6 0 TO 1 0 3
102 CR00T=R00T»*@3333
103 PM (K) “ (6 e/6 )s (C.ROOT"l •.) 4 (6 /6 *)
QQ.(K) =Q
IF(N2 eEQ» l)QsO,
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
4

SU8R0UTI ME GAMMA1( 0 1 »Q2rS sSMEAN »AV6?XA?NONE)
DIMENSION-0(2)9 DEV (2)»P R 0 8 A (2)$ X a (2)
Q (1) — Q1
0(2)=02
DO ISO K = 1 9 2
X = A L O G 1 0 ( Q (K)+ A V G )
DEV(K)= (X"SMEAN )/S
CALL INTERP(DEV(K)?PRODsNONE)
NONE=2
CALL TRANS(PROB 9 X)
PR08A(K)=PR08
150 XA(K)=X
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE G A M M A 2 (Q*S ,S M E A N . A V G 1 P M » Q Q * N * N O N E )
DIMENSION PM(60)?Q Q(60)sPROBA(60)
(\j2s0
DO 100 K=1$N
N2=N2+1
Q=Q*10 0 e

XaALOGlO(O+AVG)
T=(X-SMEAN)/S'
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• CALL INTERP(TpPROBpHONE)
NONEs2
CALL TRANS (PROB$X).
PROBA(K)sPROB
PM(K)=X
Q Q (K >"Q
IF(N2 sEQe 1
1 0 0 continue
.
RETURN
END

)Q-0e

SUBROUTINE INTERP (X$PROB5N)
DIMENSION P (2?) 9 V (27)
SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE PROBABILITIES GIVEN SKEW,
IF(NeGTc1)GO TO 115
READ 102,(P (I )» V {I) 9 1= 1 9 27)

C
102

F O R M A T ( 2F l O e S)

115 DO 104 1= 19.27
IF (X.EQ.V(I))60 TO 106
104 CONTINUE
' IF(XeLTeV(1))GO TO 109
IF(XsGTeV( 27') )60 TO H I
DO 105 1= 1 9 26
IF (X ,G T .V (I)-« A N D ,X .L T .V (I +

1)

>GO- T O

10 ?

105 CONTINUE
106 PROB=P(I)
60 TO 108
109

PROB=P(l)

GO TO 108
111

P R OB-P(27)

60 TO 108
107

PROB=P(.I> + ( P ( I * l ) - P U )

)*(X-.V('I) > / ( V ( I + l ) - V ( I )

108 RETURN
• END

SUBROUTINE TRANS(PROBeX)
0 = 0*1
'PR0rR=PR0B
I F (P R 0 8 ” $ 5 0 ) 109 11,12
11 x = o,'o

>

60 TO 50
Aa-e*o
60 TO 49
12 A *-0 o 0
PROB = PROB«”e500
49 X = A+ 1 o0
19 D=D*10e
1 0

2 0 . CA L L

21
22
23

50

NO R MA L ( A , X , A R E A )

IF(AREA-PR06)2 1 522$23
X=X+(1e0/D)
.
GO TO 20
GO TO 50
IF(ABS(AREA“PROB) oLTo 0® 00001)G q TO 50
I F (D oG T « 100 00 00 o)60 TO SO
XbX-(1,0/D)
60 TO 19
PROB=RROBR .
■
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE.NORMAL(A 9 8 9 AEPCOR)
EXTERNAL FsDFtD3F-9 05F
N=5
R=TRAP(F?A,B,N)
TEPCORsEPCOR(R»DF*D3F»D5F»N»A>B)
AEPC0R=ABS.(TEPC0R)
IF (AEPCOR ®GT 6 1» 0 )AEPCOR 3 ! »0 •
. RETURN
END
FUNCTION TRAP(F 9 A 909N)
DIMENSION X <
EXTERNAL D
Hs(B-A)/FLOAT(N)
NjlsN+l
DO 200 I= 1 9 N 1
200 X (I )sA +H# (FL^AT (I )«1 e)'•
SUM™ 0 0
DO 201 I=2?N
201 SUM=SUM*F(X(I))
TRAP=H* (F (X (1 ) )+F (X (Nl ) ) )/2,+H*SijM
RETURN
END
-

60
FUNCTION F (X )
IF (ABS (X ) oGT.e 35,0 )60 TO 100
F ~ 1 6V ( (SORT(2,*3,1415926))*(EXP(«5 » (X )**2)))
60 TO 101
100 F = 0 ob
101 RETURN
END

FUNCTION EPCOR(R 9 D F ?D 3 F 9 D5Fs N 9 A sr) •
DIMENSION X ( 6)
B Is"*”! e /12 e
82 = 1 1 ../7 2 0 ,
83=-19lp/63486,
H- (B«*A) /FLOAT (iN)
NL=N*1
DO 200 1=1,NL
200 X (I )=A + H* (FLOAT (I )-!•)■
EPC0R = H*(B 1 #(DF(X(NL)*H»N)-OF(X(l) 9 H ,N ))+B2*(D3F(X(NL)
$»H*N)-D3F(X(1) *H,N)-) +83#'(D5F (X (Nu) »H»N) “DBF (X (1 ) 9 H 9 N)
$) )4-R
■ return
END

FUNCTION DF(X,HYN)
EXTERNAL D
OF= (F C-X+ H)-FTX-H)’)/2«
RETURN
END
FUNCTION D3F(X 9 H 9 N)
D3F= (DF ( (X + H) f H? N) )«=* ( 2 « tiDF ( X 9 H, N ) )•$• (DF ( (X » H ) s Hs N) )
RETURN
END

FUNCTION D 5 F (X 9 H 5N )
D5F= (D3F ( (X + H) eHfN) )” (2e*D3F (X9 H 9 N) ) + (03F ( (X«*H) 9 H, N) )
RETURN
END

APPENDIX B
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY DEPENDENCY MATRICES
FOR
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBBR
OCTOBER-NOVEMBER

; \
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Conditional Probability Dependency Matrix for
September-October

n

1150 acre-feet

0

750
acre-feet

September

October

mean = 2.300

mean = 2.367

std dev = 0.066

s td dev = 0.114

skew = 0.027

skew = 2.040

correlation coefficient = 0 . 6 9 9

63
OCT

50

150

25 0

350

450

550

0
10.000001

.01765*

.96470$

.00883*

.0 0882 %0. 00 0 00 *

10.00000*

.017 65*

.96470*

.00382*

.00882*0. 00 0 00*

! 0. 000 00* 0 . 00000 * .67094*

.27067*

.04562 * .00892 *

* 0 .000 00 *0 . 0 0 0 00*

.13746$

.37639*

.24410*

*0.00000*0.00000$

. 0 412 0 * .22960*

50
150
250
SEP

.11145:

350
.25405 * .16191 *

450
* 0 . 000 0 0 *0 . 0 0 0 0 0 * .01021 * .12286*

.19619*

.16362 *

.07657*

.15217*

.14737*

.00210 * .03305*

.09833*

.11514*

550
* 0 . 000 00 * 0 . 0 0 0 00 * .00483$
650
*0.00000*0.00000*
750

OCT
550

650

750

850

950

1050

1150

0
$0.00000*0. 0 0 0 0 0 *0 . 00 0 0 0 *0.00000*0. 0 0 000*0. 00 0 00*
50
* 0 . 0 00 0 0 *0 . 0 00 00*0.00000* 0.00000*0. 0 0 000*0. 0 0 0 00 *
150
* . 00256*

. 00080*

.00 023*

.00016$

.00011* .0 0 0 04!

* .05850*

. 02923*

.01146*

.01037*

.00922*

.00518*

% .10951*

.06571?

.02959*

.02938*

.02936$

.01910 $

* .13180*

.09225*

.05551*

.05442*

.05410*

.03907$

* .13227$

. 100 83$

.0 6306*

.06978$

.06976*

.053 33*

* . 11824*

. 10023*

.06629*

.08549*

.0 8 466 * •06996 *

250
SEP
350
450
550
650

750
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OCT

SEP

1450
1250
1550
1650
1150
1350
1750
0
i0.00000:0. 0 00 00% 0. 00000%0.00000%0.00000:0. 00 0 00 %
50
t 0 . 000 00 %0. 0 00 00% 0. 00 00 0 % 0. 000 0 0 % 0 . 00 000 :0 .000 00 %
150
: .00001% .00001%0. 00 000:0.0000 0:0.00 000:0. 000 00%
250
t .00211% .00149% .00064 % . 00053% .00 048 % .00047 %
350
% .00869% .00666% .00306% .00263% .00261% . 0 0 2 2 6 %
450
% .01930% .01572% . 00757% .00676% .00599% .00722 %
550
% . 0 2 7 6 6 % . 02337% .0116 0% .01055% .00954% .01177 %
650
: .03359% . 03411% .01296% .01635% .01517% .01931 %
750

OCT

SEP

1950
1750
1850
2050
0
% 0 . 0 00 0 0 %0 . 0 0 0 00% 0 . 00 0 0 0 %
50
% 0 , 0 00 00 %0 . 0 00 00 %0 . 00 00 0 %
150
% 0 . 000 0 0 %0 . 00 0 00% 0 . 00 0 0 0 %
250
% .00035% .00 035% .00020%
350
% .00221% .00207% .00140%
450
% .00603% .0 3577% .00460%
550
% .01006% .0 1176% .00 830%
650
% .17112% .02084% .01542%
750

%

%

:

%

:

:

%

%

%

%

%

%

t

%

%

i
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Conditional Probability Dependency Matrix for
October-November

2150 acre-feet

• 0
66

67

69

2150
acre-feet

October

November

mean = 2.367

mean = 2.46 7

std dev = 0.114

std dev = 0.158

skew = 2.040

skew = 0.610

correlation coefficient = 0.503
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NOV
0

50

150

250

350

450

5

0
:0.00000:

.39373:

.57559:

. 02923?

.00161?

.00014%

:0.0000 0: .39373:

.57559:

.02923%

.00161?

.0 0014:

:0.00000:

.0 0365:

.42910:

.37536:

.12693:

.03803?

:0.00000:

.0 0116:

.16039?

.36363?

.24617%

.120 36:

:0.000 00:

.0 0041:

.08629:

.29396?

.26605?

.16121?

:0.00000:

.00018:

.05337?

.24418:

.26230:

.18014:

:0.000 0 0: • 0 0 0 0°:

.04212:

.20767?

.25229?

.18966?

:0.00000:

.00005:

.03259:

.16140%

.24131?

.19395?

t0.00000%

.0 00 03:

.02775:

.16613?

.23 339?

.19531:

:0.000 00:

.00002:

.02392?

.15259:

.22555?

.19570 ?

: 0 .00 0 00 : .000 01:

.01974:

.13701?

.21487:

.19510:

;0.000 00:

.00001:

.01486:

.11595?

.19836:

.19212?

:0.00000:

.00000:

.01314:

.10769%

.19106?

.19014:

:0.000 00:

.0 0000:

,01113:

.09759?

.18144?

.16699 ?

: 0. 00000 : .00000:

.01034:

.0930 0: .17630?

.16526?

:0.000 00:

.00000:

.00953:

,06372?

.17231?

.18346?

:0.00000:

.00000:

.00335?

.08441?

.16762?

.13146?

:0.00000:

.000 00:

.00306?

.07960%

.16219?

.17697 ?

:0.000 00:

.00000:

.00720:

. 07415:

.15574:

.17530:

:0.00000:

.00000:

.00622?

.06753:

.14747:

.17140 t

:0.00000:

.00000:

.30518:

.06003:

.13746:

.16557?

:0.00000:

.0 0000:

. 00493 : .05309:

.13476?

.16389?

50
150
250
350 1
450
550
650
750
550
950
OCT
1050
1150
1250
1350
145 0
1550
1650
1750
1350
1950
2050
2150
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NOV

550
0

650

750

850

950

1050

1150

.0000 0* .00 000* . 0 00 00 *

.00002*

.00000*

.00000*

.00002*

.00900*

. 00 00 0 * .00000*

. 01203*

. 00415 * .00156*

.00064*

.00 023 * .0 0013*

.05555*

. 02581 * .01242*

.00623*

. 00 325 % . 0 0177 *

.08697:

.04592*

.02455*

.01346*

. 00 760 * .0 0442 *

.10695*

.06996*

.03472*

.020 09*

.01188*

.00719*

.12063*

. 07271 * .04336*

.02603*

.01595*

.0 0995*

.12992*

.081 56 % .05033*

.03116*

.01954*

.01245?

.13494*

.08695:

.05470*

.03447*

.02194*

.01417 %

.13904*

.09150*

.05871*

.03753*

.02425*

.015 35 *

.14354%

.09715*

. 06380 * .04165*

.02734*

.01814*

50
.00 000* .00000*

150
250
350
450
559
650
750
850
950
OCT
1050
.14856 * .10 4 6 5* .07104 * .04770*

.03208 * .02175*

1150
.15015*

.10756*

.07404*

.05031*

.03419*

.02339*

.15170*

.11105*

,07783*

.05369*

.03697*

.02559*

.15224*

.11260:

.07959%

.05531*

.03333*

♦02663 *

.15263*

.11402*

.00126*

.05637*

.03965*

.0 2775*

.15291*

.115411

.03296*

.05348%

. 04103 * .02637:

.15307*

.11692*

.08483*

. 060 34*

,04264*

.15303*

.11356$

.0670 3* .06253*

.15261%

.12040 * .06978*

. 06530 * . 04707 * . 03392 *

.15154*

.12224:

.0685 9*

1250
1350
1450
1550
1650
. 0 3020 *

1750
.04457 * .03131 *

1850
1950
.09285*

.05012*

.03656 *

2050
2150

* .15114* .12266* .0936L* .06947* .05095* .03728
.................. ................ ...............
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NOV

OCT

1150
1250
1350
1450
1550
1650
1750
0
% .00000: .00000: .00000: .000001 . 00 000 : .00000$
50
: .00000: .0 0000: .00 000: .000 00: .00 000: .0 0000$
150
i .00005: .000 031 .00002: . 000 O H . 00 001 : .0 0000?
250
: .00099: .00058: . 00034 ! .00021: . 00 013 % .0 0009$
350
: .00264: .0 0162: . 0010 2 : .000651 .00 043: .0 0029$
450
: .00446: .0 0282: .00193: .00121: .00 031: .0 0056$
550
: , 00633: . 00411 : .00272: .00183: .00125$ .00037?
650
: .00809: .0 0534: .00359: .00245: .00170: .00120:
750
: . 009 31: .006211 .00422: .00291: .002041 . 0 01*4 1
850
: .01052: . 00709 1 .00486: .003381 .00239: .00170:
950
: .01220: .00933: .00576: .00405: .00 233: .00207$
1050
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